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here it is
at last!

I am sure that everyone who is reading this will
have been aware that over the last 5 years the
Cornwall Mammal Group, and especially the
committee, has spent a huge amount of time and
effort working towards our own county mammal
atlas. We started by looking at the records we had,
and the report from the Cornwall’s mammals from
dolphins to dormice from 2007 and trying to identify
gaps in the available data. Then we set out to try and
improve and encourage recording not only from mamm-
alogists but also from other natural historians and also
the general public. We ran a long series of events and
campaigns to try and get more people recording and more
people looking for mammals - everything from specialist
trapping days, through field signs and farm walks, to leaflets
to persuade gardeners to let us know about their moles and
squirrels. We pushed all the records to ERCCIS who then,
after we moved the completion date several times, analysed
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the data and produced some great distributions maps. ERCCIS were very patient with us when we had to do them all
again, and again - moving the goalposts like a clan of badgers!

We battered the text into shape over several years, and through many iterations, and we pestered and pleaded to
find some great pictures to illustrate and complement the text. Once we thought that we were getting close to having
something ready to print we started asking around to establish the cost of printing - expensive is the word. The best
value, and with the added advantage of keeping the work In County, was FourWay Print at Launceston, and they were
also very patient with the novices. Proof reading is definitely an acquired art - every page of the text was pored over
many times - I’m sure some errors still got through, but you will have to read carefully to find them! The cost of
printing was significant for our small, and self-funded, group so we put on our best smiles and pushed our begging
bowls in the faces of several organisations, groups, companies and individuals (they are all acknowledged in the text)
and raised over £3000 towards the £5000 cost. We had agreed to support the atlas project from our reserves and we
have been working towards raising this money from events such as the auction and all the Pat Morris talks. At the
point of writing we have also taken nearly £1000 in pre-publication orders. There is still a long way to go to realise the
aim of selling all 1000 copies but the reception from book shops and reviews has been very promising so far, we are
even considering the possibility of a second print run!
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Cornwall Mammal Group - latest news from the Committee
Sophie Higgins (Secretary)
I am a full time ecologist with a great interested in British wildlife.  I am currently setting up a dormice
monitoring programme in West Cornwall.  I studied water shrews as part of my master’s project and I would
like to continue to find out more about this elusive species.

Amy Campbell
I am very lucky as I have spent most of my career in the field searching for
wildlife.  It would be fair to say that I have spent most my life hiking though
woodlands and looking look up in trees! If there was an award for looking up for long periods I'm pretty
sure I'd be in the running. I work for the University of Exeter, Penryn campus as the Senior Wildlife
Technician. My job is varied but essentially I provide practical support in the field and laboratory to a
variety of wildlife research projects. Its a great job and one I thoroughly enjoy. I get to work with
amazing researchers, planning and running exciting and innovative projects. Previous to this I worked
in endangered species recovery firstly in Mauritius, trying to save the endangered Pink Pigeon and
then for the Lancashire Wildlife Trust as the Red Squirrel Officer. I must be the
only wildlife enthusiast in the UK to absolutely love pigeons and squirrels!

Paul Diamond
I work mainly as an ecologist (Ecological Surveys Ltd) in the South West and I also run two pest control
businesses.  I part-trained as a gamekeeper in my youth and spent a huge amount of time outdoors
engaging in activities which are frowned upon by many today. I still have my butterfly collection!  My
youthful activities gave me my connection to the natural world or perhaps it was the other way around,
who can ever be sure? I look upon the natural world from a perspective taken from within. I fervently
believe nature needs a hand sometimes to try and re-balance some of the harm we have caused and the
positive discrimination of some species is, I feel, justified. Magpies, grey squirrels and deer tend not to
make eye contact with me, at least not for very long. On the other hand mustelids and raptors are partic-
ular favourites of mine as well as reptiles, birds, Lepidoptera and flora. In fact I am interested in everything
apart from combustion engines.
My partner is a primary teacher and I occasionally go into school to help her with lessons on geology,
geography, human history, palaeontology and lithic technology.

Steve Adams
Before moving to Cornwall I was lucky enough to spend March-April and Oct-Nov for 2 years carrying
out small mammal trapping (longworth traps) on sites scattered throughout Wales. Setting 48 to 96
traps, depending on the size of sites, there were days when I had to handle, fur clip and weigh up to 40
unhappy little furries, in all weathers.  Since moving to Cornwall I haven’t managed to find any paid work
in this type of small mammal trapping, it’s all European Protected Species work.  My main area of work
but in ecological consultancy is botany but works has evolved and I’ve had to train into other areas so
that I’ve held a dormouse and bat licence since about 2005.  I have carried on doing a small amount of
small mammal trapping, but this has mainly been at sites close to the offices at Five Acres or home in
Perranporth.  I’m also a diver and have been involved with Seasearch surveying for the last 5-6 years,
carrying out surveys in the Isles of Scilly and Cornwall, during the last year many of these dives have
concentrated on identifying non-native invasive species.  I’m looking forward to next summer when my
oldest daughter will just about be old enough to start poking at things in rockpools.

Cheryl Mills (Website Editor)
Cheryl finished her PhD at Cornwall Campus, University of Exeter in 2012, during which she researched
the ecology and conservation of hazel dormice. Studies included investigation of the population genetics
of dormice in South-West England, trialling alternative dormouse survey methods and a study on the
hibernation behaviour of captive dormice. Cheryl moved up to Staffordshire, to work as a Biology
Teaching Fellow at Keele University in 2013, but despite being far away she still manages the CMG
website and the new CMG Facebook pages.

Au revoir….
The committee was sad to lose two long-serving members in 2013. Cathy Turtle and Jacque Merrick have both stood down from
the CMG Committee because of other commitments. We would like to thank them both for all their work and support over the years
and to wish them all the best. Most importantly, we hope they will continue to support our events - so we can catch up on their
gossip.

Kate Hills (Chair)
I set up CMG 14½ years ago, when I worked at Cornwall Wildlife Trust as the Otters and Rivers
project officer. I got the CMG to help with otter, mink, water vole and water shrew surveying. The
mustelids are my favourite mammal group and I’m excited about the return of polecats to the county.
Dormice and hares are two other mammals I’d like to know more about and how they are faring in the
County. I am now an ecologist with South West Water. My time in the field has been restricted in the
last few years, but my daughter is 3 year now and more mobile and very keen to learn. She already
recognises a range of mammals and their poo!
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Ali North
I am a recent graduate of Zoology from the University of Exeter’s Penryn campus
here in Cornwall and I act as one of the student representatives on the committee.
We have lots of students really keen to learn more about Cornish mammals and
how to survey for them, so what better way than linking the university’s ecological
society “EcoSoc” with Cornwall Mammal Group? I have always had a love for all
British wildlife and whilst at university I have had the chance to learn much more
about mammals! For my undergraduate research project I looked at the potential
impacts of light pollution on small mammals, by experimentally introducing lighting
units into hedgerows.  I am currently conducting a research internship for Peoples
Trust for Endangered Species looking at the ecology of the harvest mouse, and
how nesting distribution may be influenced by land use in an agricultural land-
scape. The best bit about studying mammals is being able to spend my days out
and about in the countryside, piecing together my findings to work out a bit more
about a taxonomic group that seems all that bit more elusive than others!

Coastal Otter Project
Cornwall Mammal Group has been approached by Dr Dan Forman
from Swansea University to work with the Coastal Otter Project. This
is a UK-wide effort to raise awareness of the use of marine environ-
ments by otters and to understand the extent and geographic distri-
bution of otter activity in coastal habitats. The otter is one of Britain’s
most iconic animals much famed for their mastery of water and fish-
ing ability. Otters have made a remarkable recovery after significant
and widespread population declines and can be found on many rivers
and lakes in Britain. The otter is a highly adaptable mammal able to
exploit a wide range of habitats including coastal locations. Our
present knowledge of how important or extensive otter coastal activi-
ty might be in Britain is currently limited. Cornwall has an extensive
coastline and a healthy otter population with a well-established re-
cording group (that’s us!) And a set of records going back many years.
The purpose of the survey is to:

∙   Begin to record the distribution of otter activity in coastal areas in all area of Britain.

∙   Raise awareness of use of coastal areas by otters in Britain. This includes sandy beaches, dunes, docks, salt marshes,
estuaries and rocky shorelines.

∙   The information need not be recent as any sightings over the last 30 years are useful to us.

Information that we need
∙   Location: please try to as specific as possible, a grid reference is ideal but don’t worry if you cannot provide one.

∙   Date (day, month and year)

∙   Approximate time of day

∙   Details of what you saw. ∙ Please include as much information as possible. Did you see the otter on the beach, on
rocky areas, or in the sea? How many otters did you
observe? Have you seen them at this location be-
fore?

  Please send any information to:
Dan Forman, Coastal Otters Project, Department of
Biosciences, College of Science, Swansea University,
Singleton Park, Swansea, SA2 8PP

  Or email your sightings to: otters@swansea.ac.uk

Otter records within 100 m of the coast of Cornwall over the last
30 years. ERCCIS 20/11/2013

And don’t forget to send any,
and all, sightings of otters, or

indeed any other mammals, to
ERCCIS
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Editor’s notes

2014 comes in with a bang! Not only do we have the new county mammal atlas but this is the busiest
newsletter for a while. Thanks to everyone who has gone to such a lot of trouble to write some really
interesting articles - everything from mole control to polecat DNA! Something for everyone I hope with
contributions from  the Bat Group, the Cornwall Seal Group, and the marine crew as well as EcoSoc and the
Wildlife VIC. The new Facebook page and our existing website mean that we don’t have to be quite so
organised in providing event details a long way in advance - a good thing given the somewhat erratic nature
of the Newsletter. As always - please let us know if you have an interesting mammal story to share or if you
would like help or support with a mammal project - we may know someone who can help!

Dave Groves, Editor.

Chair’s Notes

At the ripe old age of 14 CMG is proud to present its first
mammal atlas for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. The
gestation period has been pretty long, even for a mammal,
but we hope the wait has been worthwhile. It’s a stunning
book, both in looks and content and initial feedback has
been great. It’s been a huge team effort, led by the
amazing Dave Groves. Thank you to everyone who has
helped. There remain two challenges to all: please buy
one and please read it.
The CMG committee is just plotting a range of events for
2014. We will focus on old favourites like the otter and
how it uses the coast (see page 3) and the dormouse, and
aim to make the dormouse day  an annual event (see page
13). We will also be looking at new species like the
polecat (page 7), have they really returned to Cornwall?
Smaller beasties will also be on the agenda including
water shrews and harvest mice. Furthermore, we will look
at a range of other mammals. If you want to know more
about a particular species or are passionate about a certain
one and want more information, then now is the time to
let us know and we will try and organise talks or walks
about it, using local and national speakers. We will
continue to liaise with the other specialist mammals
groups and there updates on marine mammals (9-10) and
bats on the Isles of Scilly (page 15).

It’s been a wild and wet start to 2014, but the weather will
not deter us. Please keep abreast of our activities through
the website and Face Book and we look forward to seeing
you throughout the year; whatever it holds.

Kate Hills,Chair

Stormy weather and high tides.
The unusually heavy weather over the holiday season has meant a big
increase in callouts to the seal rescue crew - Dan Jarvis has had more
than 50 strandings reported since Christmas (and its only the 6th of
January as I write this!),  Half of these since New Year’s day, and on
Friday 3rd January there were 7 in the space of 3 hours. A timely reminder
of the work of the Seal Sanctuary, BDMLR and the Strandings Network.

DON’T MISS………

The CMG Christmas
Quiz Night

            Which bat has the furriest feet?

                What do you call a group of porpoises?

How do you cook a hedgehog?

           Can you finish the expression ‘Sly as a …… ?

                                                    Who lives in a fortress?

What is the smallest mammal in the UK?
         What is Cornwall’s’s meanest mammal?

A fun way to learn more about mammals and their
 names, diet and droppings, myths and legends, habitat

and homes…

Tuesday 28th January 2014
6.30pm – 9.00pm

The Hawkins Arms, Zelah, (just
off the A30, near Allet) TR4 9HU
A time to chat over supper & show off your mammal

trivia with a light-hearted quiz

Valuable and prestigious prizes to be won!!!
And all the kudos of being a mammal smarty-
pants….
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Moles
The arrival of new moles hills at this time of year are evidence that, contrary to popular belief , European moles Talpa europaea
do not hibernate.  Molehills, usually the first signs of moles, thrown up by the animal during its tunnelling activities. There will
normally be two distinct systems of permanent tunnels. The first relatively shallow (10 – 20 cm deep ) and the second about 30-60
cm below the surface. The deeper tunnels are unlikely to be detected from above. Molehills are created as the animals extend
and repair their tunnels. The shallow tunnels are actually traps to catch their main prey, earthworms. Earthworms moving through
the soil fall into the mole’s tunnels and the mole senses vibrations from the earthworm through its Emier’s organ, a touch sensitive
area of the mole’s nose. In addition to a sensitive nose, moles have very fine hairs on the tip of their tail. The tail is held erect and
this also helps the mole detect movement within and above the soil, making it difficult to creep up on a mole!The deeper runs
enable the mole to retreat from danger and in periods of drought or heavy frost when the upper soil is unsuitable for earthworms
the mole will follow the earthworms deeper underground. If food is abundant the mole will not require a large tunnel complex.
However in areas where food is in short supply, such as moorland, each mole will require a larger ‘trapping area’ and can produce
a considerable number of hills. Typically, in reasonably productive ground, one mole will require an area the size of a tennis court.
Moles eat 60 - 100% of their body weight daily, mostly earthworms but they also eat slugs, and other invertebrates and even dead
birds or mice if they stumble across them. When prey is particularly abundant moles are reported to ‘store’ earthworms by biting
them through the head to paralyse them ready for a convenient snack later. This habit is often associated with pregnant moles.
The average mole consumes around 25 kg of food per year!

Moles weigh between 70 and 120 g and rarely exceed 150
mm in length. The velvet-like dark grey coat has no direc-
tional ‘ lay’ to the fur so the mole can move backwards
and forwards within its tunnel easily. Colour variations
occur and brown, white or orange moles have been re-
corded.

Moles are highly territorial and generally live alone in
their tunnel system. It is believed moles will attack intrud-
ers outside of the breeding season although, from experi-
ence, this is not always the case. However, proving the
relationship between moles found in close proximity is
difficult without DNA testing and to my knowledge this
has never been undertaken.

Between five and eight young are born in the spring and
these disperse in midsummer, generally through very
shallow tunnels to try to establish their own territories.
Sometimes moles will ‘push’ under grass roots without actually digging a tunnel. It is believed these runs are created by moles
moving across an area looking for a new territory or perhaps a mate. Often the ‘ridge’ is the only evidence a mole has been in the
area.

Mole numbers have increased dramatically since 2006 and are now estimated to be in excess of 35 million moles in the UK
(although I should point out that I do not know the methodology employed in this calculation).  As more agricultural land has been
built on, the mole finds itself in and around gardens, we are in effect trespassing on the moles land rather than the other way
round.

Why are moles killed?

Contamination of silage . Arguably, the most important single problem  associated with moles is the pollution of silage. The
problem occurs when soil from molehills is collected with grass cut for silage. Bacteria present in the soil, especially Clostridium
species, lead to the formation of butyric acid, which can adversely affect the fermentation and preservation of silage. This in turn
can reduce the nutritional value of silage or, in some cases, render it unpalatable, thereby affecting both milk and beef production.
Contamination with Listeria monocytogenes from the soil can cause listeriosis in sheep and cattle and around 10% - 15% of
infected livestock will die.

Covering of pasture . In a survey of Welsh farmers in the late 1970s, the reduction of grazing areas by molehills was regarded as
the most serious and widespread of all types of mole damage. Field trials demonstrated that the loss of grazing area was up to
18%. Moles deposited 32 tons of soil/ha on a meadow covering an area of almost 400 m2. These figures agree with earlier research
from Czechoslovakia. In one case, 1 ha of pasture was covered with 7,380 molehills weighing 64,500 kg with a volume of 40 m3.
Clearly, this amount of surface soil will appreciably reduce the amount of feed available to livestock and associated productivity.

Damage to agricultural machinery. Molehills may cause considerable damage to farm machinery with soil and stones blunting
silage cutting blades   or equipment used to harvest corn, peas and soya beans .

Injuries to livestock . Valuable animals may damage legs when they trip over mole hills or mole tunnels collapse.

Damage to young plants. On arable farms, and in gardens, the uprooting of seedlings and young plants is considered one of the
most serious types of damage attributed to moles. Moles may raise the roofs of their tunnels, killing plants directly as they are
pushed up onto the surface or by depriving their rooting systems of soil and water and permitting frost damage.
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Controlling moles.

Once every area having its own moleman. However once poisoning become an option for mole control, anyone could kill moles
by dipping earthworms into Strychnine and dropping them into moles runs, the mole died a most painful and horrible death, and
the potential for secondary poisoning was high, fortunately this form of control was made illegal on 31st August 2006.

Windmills, bottles and mothballs. No non-lethal method of control has been proven to work. The idea of windmills, half buried
bottles or transistor radios scaring off moles with vibration or noise simply  do not work. placing mothballs or other chemicals into
tunnels only inspires the moles to dig new tunnels a few feet away.

Gassing. The use of poison gas is still permitted in some none-domestic situations but it is of dubious efficiency, effective for a few
hours and is weather dependant. Any poison carries a risk for non-target species including domestic pets.

Burrow blasters. Some companies offer to blow up mole runs (and rabbit warrens) by pumping propane and oxygen into the
tunnels and then igniting the mixture. These systems are not approved by Defra on occupied mole runs and there are significant
questions about animal welfare issues.
Live capture. Attempts at live capture will often cause the mole to starve. Even if successful a captured mole released into an
occupied territory is likely to be attacked by the resident mole and both DEFRA and Natural England, recommend that moles are
not caught and released.

Trapping For the above reasons in my opinion only humane trapping by an experienced trapper should ever be considered.

Paul Diamond

Order form

Your name:

Your address:

Your telephone number:

Your email address:

Send to:
Cornwall Mammal Atlas
c/o Gimbletts Mill, Laneast, Launceston PL15 8QQ

Please make your cheque (for £13.50 inc. P&P )
payable to Cornwall Mammal Group

The Mammals of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly - and how to get your own copy.

The must-have book of this year, if not the decade, is CMG’s latest publication - Cornwall’s first county
mammal atlas. Your hard-working committee have been trying to get this desirable, and frankly exclusive,
tome into as many outlets as they can both in Cornwall and across the South West. If it isn’t in your local
bookshop, ask them why not!

In the meantime there are many ways to source your copy:

You can collect a copy in person from ERCCIS (£10)

You can order on line from the CWT online shop (£13.50 inc. P&P)

http://www.cornwallwildlifetrust.org.uk/shop/shop_products/books

You can order by post using the form on this page.

The perfect present for your wildlife-y friends, great for your rucksack or your coffee table, no well-
dressed bookshelf should be without one.
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POLECAT NEWS FROM THE WILDLIFE V.I.C.

Over the years small numbers of feral ferrets (Mustela furo) and putative polecat-ferret hybrids (Mustela furo x putorius) have been
submitted to the Wildlife VIC. However, in 2012 two animals were submitted from the Lostwithiel area that appeared to be true
polecats. This year there has been a significant number of animals submitted that were judged to be true polecats (Mustela putorius).
As the map below shows, the growth of this population is mainly through the eastern parts of Cornwall, from Callington to Laneast,
with a few cases over the border in west Devon.

Submissions to WVIC
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Polecats Polecat ferrets

1: Facial markings of a polecat 2: Facial markings of a polecat-ferret

3: Body markings of a polecat 4: Body markings of a polecat-ferret

The majority of this year’s submissions have pheno-
typically resembled true polecats with a dark mask
across the eyes extending to the nose, a white muzzle,
white upper eyelid patches and white edges to the
ears (See photo 1). Some polecats have no throat
markings but others have a small cream throat patch;
as the size of this patch increases it becomes more
likely that the animal is a ferret hybrid. The true
polecat body is dark with a lighter undercoat and no
white markings on the limbs or abdomen (see
photos). As there can be considerable difficulty in
definitively identifying polecats from markings
alone, muscle and skin samples have been sent to
Cardiff University for genetic studies. It is hoped that
DNA analysis will also provide evidence of the
degree of relatedness between the populations in
Cornwall, Devon and Somerset.

Most of the polecats had been found dead on the
roads and on post-mortem examination had traumatic
injuries consistent with a road traffic accident.
Although the skin was rarely broken and the outward
appearance showed little evidence of severe trauma,
the internal picture was very different, with rupture of
many of the organs and internal haemorrhage.

Polecat locations 2013: Sightings and post-mortems

Polecat
Polecat-Ferret

2012 Cases

Note the dark facial mask to the nose with a white muzzle on the true
polecat and the overall lighter appearance of the hybrid.

Note the darker coat with no cream throat patch and no white markings on the body of
the polecat.  The polecat-ferret in fig. 4 shows a large throat patch and white markings
on the knees and abdomen.

A number of specimens were
submitted from the Quantock Hills,
Somerset, and many of these were
probably trapped by gamekeepers
using Fenn traps.  In these cases there
was usually less trauma but evidence
of circulatory and respiratory failure.

Almost all the animals submitted,
whether true polecats of polecat
ferrets, were in very good muscular
condition with good fat deposits. All
the polecats had ixodid ticks, with
heavy burdens in a few. The male
polecats were noticeably larger than
the females, adult males reaching
1.7kg and adult females about 800g.
There was a predominance of young
animals. A breakdown of ages and
sexes is shown on the left.

Post-mortem examinations carried out on true polecats (n=13) in 2013
Sex     Juvenile    Subadult        Adult
Male  1  1  3
Female  1  5  2
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Apart from one juvenile that died of pleurisy and one which had a markedly large thymus gland there was no evidence of significant
disease. In general the thymus glands were unusually well developed, possibly due to the fact that the majority of the polecats were
young animals. The thymus is responsible for producing immune cells and develops as the animal grows before regressing as it
matures.  Stomach contents, when present, were mostly small mammals and, in one case, an amphibian. Infection with the nasal
nematode Skrjabingylus nasicola was common but without any associated pathology. No gastrointestinal worms or bile flukes were
seen.
Samples of organs have been retained for further investigations, especially histopathology. If the polecat population is to continue
to spread across Cornwall we need to know if they are affected by diseases, such as Aleutian disease, especially if there is a risk of
transmission to other mustelids such as stoats, weasels and otters
From these submissions during 2012 and especially in 2013, it would seem that the population of genuine polecats in Cornwall is
rising. Whether this is due to a natural population recovery or due to release of captive bred animals is not clear at this stage. A
similar population explosion was reported in Somerset in 2011. However, there are now anecdotal reports that that was followed by
a dramatic fall in numbers. It will be interesting to see if the population in Cornwall continues to rise and gradually move westward
throughout the county.
Please keep submitting bodies to the Wildlife VIC!!!
Tamsyn Stephenson BSc (Hons).
(Tamsyn is veterinary student from Sydney Australia who has been working with Vic over December 2013)

On the second Sunday in October each year along with several trainees and spectators I
carry out the Autumn inspection of the bat boxes I’ve put up over the years at this mixed
deciduous woodland site in the Lynher Valley, near Trebullet, in East Cornwall.

The first 14 boxes were erected in 1993, and over time the design has changed as I’ve
needed to replace them. Originally I used a top-opening cube, replaced at first with a
bottom-opening design and since then by wedge-shaped boxes. These have either had the
acute angle at the top (bottom-opening) or the bottom (front-opening).  I suspect that the
bats prefer the acute angle at the top, but I haven’t recorded that detail. But this design
makes it hard to extract resident bats as we found this year, when we couldn’t get a
Noctule out of the top corner.

Since 2006 I have been testing a rather different type of box. Originally they were made
of  polystyrene foam with spacers between, hung vertically like the frames in a beehive,
and encased in whatever wood I had to hand. The first efforts were rather rough and ready,
but I thought the bats might like to try a heavily insulted home. They are open at the
bottom, so if they are positioned vertically against the trunk of a tree, or suspended on a
rope, one can look up from below and see the bats up in the top of the crevices. I’ve
already replaced two of the originals and now use durable polyurethane foam and plywood
for the casing.

Armstrong’s Wood would not seem to be a very good site for a boxes scheme, because it
is full of old trees that would probably have plenty of natural bat roosting sites, but over
the years the number of bats using the boxes has steadily increased, though numbers
fluctuate enormously. But I wanted to know what bats might be about, initially, but latterly
I have found that it is very useful to have wild bats that can be handled by trainees. In this
respect it has proved a very useful exercise, with almost certainly some bats to handle and
of several different species.

Until I started putting up the “beehive-type” insulated boxes in 2006 we were getting up
to about 3 bats in the 15 wooden boxes, usually Brown long-eared, but occasionally  a
Noctule. Since 2006 the numbers in the wooden boxes has increased markedly for some
reason, so that the 15 boxes have given us anything between 6 and 22 bats of up to 4
species (Pipistrelle, Noctule, Natterer’s and Brown long-eared).  But this year we only had
one lone Noctule in a box we couldn’t get it out of! To the chagrin of all the trainees
standing around!

Two insulated boxes were put up in October 2006 and another two in October 2009. In the
first three years we had 50% to 100% occupancy, and since then we’ve only dropped to
25% occupancy (1 out of four boxes with bats) on one visit! Occupancy is usually between
50% and 75% , with Noctules, Natterer’s and Pipistrelle bats, and usually several in a box
at a time. Just a pity we can’t get at ‘em!

In 2011 I started also monitoring the boxes on the first Sunday in May as well as the
autumn visit on the first Sunday in October. I’ve not been doing that long enough yet to
see any appreciable difference between the two visits. But the best is still the 15 or 16
Brown long-eareds in one of the wooden cubes on the top ride. (Or was it the four Dormice
– two up the tree and two into the waiting gaping mouths of the assembly below!)

Tony Atkinson

Autumn Bat Boxes Survey at Armstrong’s Wood Reserve.

Suspended beehive-type insulated box.

Bottom-opening wedge.

Front-opening wedge.

Bottom-opening cube.
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Our Cornish inshore waters support 14 species of cetaceans
(dolphins and porpoises), and are recognised as a region of
national importance with regard
to cetacean abundance and diver-
sity. Of specific conservation
importance are our small, but
well recognised, resident group
of inshore bottlenose dolphins
which are the most commonly
sighted dolphin off our coastline
as they cruise from north to
south coasts, feeding on fish
stocks in our shallow waters.

Cetaceans face many man-made threats including pollution,
boat strike and an increasingly noisy sea.  But one of the main
threats to their survival comes from accidental entanglement in
fishing nets. As a result, some dolphin populations are in
decline, such as the pod of bottlenose dolphins regularly seen
around the Cornish coast has decreased over the last 20 years
and is currently down to about 12 individuals. This is of grave
conservation concern and these charismatic creatures need
our help.

Cornwall Wildlife Trust (CWT) have been monitoring local
dolphin and porpoise activity through sightings and standings
schemes for over 20 years, and together with the Royal
Society of Wildlife Trusts and other NGOs have campaigned
for many years for better management of our fisheries to try
to reduce the threat of entanglement in fishing nets, also
known as bycatch.

The UK government have taken some actions towards
reducing bycatch in this country, such as the banning of pair
trawling in our territorial waters plus introducing an European
Regulation which states that all vessels over 12 meters, fishing
in specific areas, must use acoustic deterrent devices called
pingers on all bottom set nets. There has, however, been little
action to address the known issue of dolphins being caught in
inshore set nets. This is something CWT wanted to address
due to its relevance to this county.

Pingers are fitted onto fishing nets and work by emitting a
randomised sonic pulse, or ‘ping’, which can be heard by ceta-
ceans and highlighting the presence of the nets, and reducing
accidental entanglement.

To tackle the problem of inshore bycatch, CWT has been
working in partnership with Cornish inshore fishermen to find
a suitable pinger that is both effective at deterring dolphins and
porpoises from the nets and practical for use during normal
fishing activity.

In March 2013 CWT completed their research following five
years of investigations and practical trials and, as a result, the
Banana Pinger, produced by a company in Devon called Fishtek
Ltd has come
up trumps.
This device,
aptly named
due to it’s
bright yellow
banana shaped
casing, has
been designed
to overcome

all the known issues with alternative pingers on the market.
Most importantly, this pinger has been shown to reduce
porpoise activity around nets by a massive 82%. This equates to
a huge reduction in the threat of these animals getting entangled,
a really positive result for conservation.

Working in partnership with
the fishermen has been invalu-
able to the project, and their
input and feedback on prac-
tical aspects of using the
pingers were crucial to our
findings and the outputs of the
trial.  There were a few
concerns raised by the fish-
ermen about the operation of
the Banana Pinger and discus-
sions are ongoing between the
manufacturer Fishtek and the skippers to iron out these issues.

Overall, the Banana Pinger looks set to become a real option
for reducing cetacean bycatch. It is highly effective at reducing
activity around nets so reducing the threat of entanglement of
these animals, it is low cost compared to similar units, it has a
battery indicator light making it easy to monitor whether it is
working or not, and essentially for the Wildlife Trusts, it is one
of the most environmentally friendly units using replaceable
batteries rather than having to replace the whole unit. Addi-
tional research undertaken by the Trust has also proved that
the Banana Pinger has no long term behavioural impacts on the
animals.

There is still work to be done to ensure the pingers are as
user friendly for inshore fishermen as possible, but we truly
believe the Banana Pinger could help to reduce cetacean
bycatch and be an essential tool in conserving our enigmatic
and precious dolphins and porpoises. We hope we can
continue to build on the good working relationships we have
developed during this work with the fishing industry in this
county.

The full report is available to download of Cornwall Wildlife
Trust’s Living Seas pages
www.cornwallwildlifetrust.org.uk/livingseas.

The future is bright, the future is yellow! Banana Pingers could help
save our dolphins.

Abby Crosby
Marine Conservation Officer
Cornwall Wildlife Trust
Abby.crosby@cornwallwildlifetrust.org.uk
01872 24077 ext 208

Banana Pinger

Pingers in action
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The formula for citizen science based seal surveys designed in
Looe (LISPIP) has proved a highly transferable and sustainable
principle – local people carrying out practical research in the
field on their patch! So much so, the model was presented at
the European Cetacean Society Conference in Stralsund,
Germany in 2011.

The seal photo identification projects that began in Looe
Voluntary Marine Conservation Area(VMCA) in 2008 were
rolled out to Polzeath VMCA (now part of the Padstow Bay
and Surrounds Marine Conservation Zone, MCZ) and St Agnes
VCMA (POLPIP and STAPIP – funded by volunteer surveyors
and Cornwall College respectively) in 2011 in addition to the
Carracks to St Agnes surveys (CASPIP) run initially in collabo-
ration with British Divers Marine Life Rescue and now funded
thanks to the Wave Hub. These surveys cover many of key
seal sites in Cornwall.

As all four of these seal
surveys involve boats, they
are costly, as well as tide, sea
and weather dependent,
which all add to the logistical
challenge of arranging them
and getting up to 12 volunteer
surveyors for each survey
(brilliantly done by Derek,
Martin, Sarah, Tina and Bex).
A more inspiring bunch of
people you could not wish to
meet – thank you all! Volun-
teers have braved all

weathers and sea conditions on surveys, facing freezing,
soaking and baking conditions in the name of marine mammal
science! And it turns out this hardy lot are not a rare breed,
with hundreds of volunteers participating across all four
surveys. Their reward - being out in Cornwall’s wonderful
open air for the day, often in exhilarating conditions, is only
surpassed by the amazing
creatures they encounter
around our truly amazing
coastline – the highlight of
which are always our
mammals! In a total of 82
surveys we have seen
harbour porpoise,
bottlenose dolphins,
common dolphins and of
course seals (along with
many other sites too
numerous to list here!)

As well as identifying seals, we have built up an extensive
photo ID catalogue of bottlenose dolphins and have tracked
them from the south to north coasts and back five times since
2010 in varying combinations. In total 268 different seals have
now been identified at more than one site, including 13 seals
seen at four different sites, one at six sites and even one at
seven different sites! Not only does this data show just how
mobile these seals are, it reinforces just how joined up our
south and north coasts (and beyond) are for our iconic marine
mammals and why building an ecologically coherent network of
MCZs may not be as simple as it sounds!

Sue Sayer: Cornwall Seal Group

Cornwall Seal Group Photo Identification Projects (PIPs)

Cornwall Mammal Group explores
social media!

Younger readers may have come across the
phenomenon of Social Media….. There is no
escaping from progress and now CMG has its
own Facebook page We envisage that it will
become a valuable tool used by all, in order to:

●Share mammal-related comments, updates,
statuses, news etc. on the group's wall.
●Enhance communication between all members
●Advertisment of events
●Ad-hoc get-togethers can be arranged
●Files can be shared for download
Share photos from events and mammal
records etc.
●The the possibilities are endless!

So, please join the group on this link:

https://www.facebook.com/
groups/cornwallmammalgroup/
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Badger Cull for Bovine TB & Cornwall
The European badger (Meles meles) is back in the spotlight through the political decision to tackle Bovine TB. Defra
Minister Lord de Mauley has confirmed an independent panel will report back on the success of the recent pilot
badger culls in the New Year, and a decision on rolling out the cull would be made by the end of February.
The two pilots programmes, in West Somerset and West Gloucestershire, were originally designed to test the
shooting of badgers to ascertain if it was a viable, safe and practical approach to the widespread expansion of culling
next year.  In the end cage trapping (and shooting) was widely used, cull targets were not met, even with extensions
to licences, and actual badger numbers remain unknown; but this may not be the end of this course of action on
bovine TB.
A “roll-out” could mean culling in neighbouring Devon and even into Cornwall which are both bovine TB hotspots.
With MPs from Cornwall, who have strongly supported the badger cull, George Eustice (Conservative), and Dan
Rogerson (Liberal Democrat) appointed as Ministers at Defra; the future may not be good for Cornish badgers.  With
the political spotlight, and licenced cull it is possible this may result in an increase in illegal disturbance and killing of

badgers.  We need to be vigilant and keep watch on
our local badgers for setts - look for signs of distur-
bance such as signs of digging and or the presence of
pipes and motors nearby. If you are concerned contact
the RSPCA or your local police station.
Cornwall Badger Rescue has been vaccinating badgers
throughout Cornwall for 4 years.  Bob Speechley was
the only lay vaccinator of badgers licensed in Cornwall
and he has vaccinated 20-40 badgers in Cornwall each
year.  This year 3 new lay vaccinators have been
trained and licenced by AVHLI and NE.  Sites signed
up to vaccinate badgers have included farms, camp-
sites, animal sanctuaries and private land all over Corn-
wall.  Some are now on their 4th year of the vaccination
programme.
Cornwall Badger Rescue’s vaccination work is funded
by donations and entails the use of expensive equip-
ment to cage trap and vaccinate along with the running
costs of all the charity’s other work including wildlife
rescues and rehabilitation.  Lay vaccinators make 7
visits to each site to pre-bait and then vaccinate. The
costs of vaccination to landowners is only the cost of
the vaccine at £20/badger as the vaccinators are all
volunteers!  This year (2013) a project to have West
Penwith set up as an official Vaccination Zone was initi-
ated by Andrew George, MP.  Working with Penzance-
based Rosie Woodruff from the Zoological Association
of London and former government advisor on the
badger cull, and Cornwall Badger Rescue, a trail vacci-

nation project of known badger populations on 4 farms in West Penwith was carried out.  A  business plan has had
initial approval from government to proceed with this volunteer-led scheme if the trial is a success.  Schemes such as
this are being organised nationally by animal welfare and nature conservation organisations. Meetings have taken
place with Cornwall Wildlife Trust and the National Trust in Cornwall and have been positive but, as yet, no plans have
been made to vaccinate badgers on their land.  There is currently a petition to Cornwall Council to ask them to support
only vaccinations on Council land.
The combination of small land holdings, absent landowners, denial of access and the wide-spread destruction of
traps, made West Penwith one of the hardest areas to try to cull in the scientific 10 year randomised badger culling of
the 1990s. Cornwall has several organised groups which actively protest against the badger cull.  With experience
gained at both the recent cull sites, along with the growing public and farmer’s support for vaccinations, it will probably
not be an easy task to bring the badger cull to Cornwall after all.
by Kathryn Driscoll Lay Vaccinator Cornwall
Contacts: www.cornwall-badger-rescue.co.uk
Email: robert1955@talktalk.netTel: 01736 797740 Mobile: 07831121949.
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Research into the ecology of the harvest mouse
Harvest mice are most well known for their tennis ball shaped
nests that can be found suspended in structured vegetation such
as cocksfoot. Elusive by nature, their presence is best determined
by looking for these nests, as few other survey techniques are
successful. The harvest mouse is a Biodiversity Action Plan
species as there is still very limited data available on them, making
population trends very difficult to determine. It is thought that they
may be adversely affected by agricul-
tural intensification, due to the reduction
of suitable habitat available for nest
building. The relationship between farm-
land management and the presence of
nests however needs quantifying to
better determine how their distribution is

influenced, whether they really are negatively impacted, and if so, how
we can help to encourage them in an agricultural landscape! I am
currently conducting an internship for the Peoples Trust for Endangered
Species to address this issue by quantifying how land use, farmland
management and hedgerow quality may influence nesting distribution. I
am currently in my fifth month of field work and have been having a
great time exploring the Cornish countryside in search of these elusive
creatures! Working outwards from a known population, myself and an
undergraduate student Kathy have been mapping out nests in relation
to a range of variables to try and
determine which factors influence
their where-abouts. It seems that
set-aside areas, be it whole fields
or good field margins, are impor-
tant in creating connectivity across
the landscape, though details on
how management practises and
hedgerow quality influences them
will have to wait until data collec-
tion is complete! Before the nest
searching season I spent much of
my time conducting lots of trapping
to test the feasibility of a stable
isotope dietary study (by carefully
snipping a bit of whisker from the
mouse to compare its composition
against food items!) Unfortunately they lived up to their elusive nature and I didn’t manage to catch
any, though I did get lots of voles and shrews! I have recently held an event with the Cornwall
Mammal Group to give everyone the chance to learn more about harvest mice and how to survey
for them. It was an impressive turn out for an early Sunday morning, and despite the occasional
rain shower we still had a good number of mammals too – a total of two common shrews, one
bank vole and eleven wood mice. Unfortunately no harvest mice to be seen but we did have a
good rummage around in search of their nests, finding four in total! After a quick break of hot
drinks and biscuits we then analysed some owl pellets, finding a rather large number of shrew
skulls!
Help us build a better picture of harvest mouse distribution in Cornwall by joining the
Mammal Societies ‘Small mammal monitoring scheme’. You will be randomly allocated a
nearby area in which you can select a transect to look for nests year on year.

Ali North, EcoSoc

Photo by Clare Buchan – searching for harvest mouse nests

Photo by Clare Buchan

Photo by Kathy Troke-Thomas
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Small mammal trapping at Chyverton Reserve - 10th November 2013
On a sunny Sunday 4 members of the CMG carried out small mammal trapping, at CWT Chyverton
nature reserve,a lovely, peaceful, hidden away site south of Goonhavern. The site comprises (very)
wet heath and wet woodland, with the access  through a narrow band of broadleaved woodland. It
is a SSSI and while surveys for plants, bats and amphibians have taken place here, we were not aware
of any small mammal records. Traps were set in all three vegetation communities. The first six were
in the dry broadleaved woodland and all six had been triggered and contained wood mice. Once into
the wet heath, the capture rate dropped and we had a single bank vole, a common shrew and
another wood mouse. The last four traps were in the wet woodland where we had another two
wood mice, one of which was a little frisky and managed to escape before being weighed. Of the
seven wood mice which were weighed, all were young adults/juveniles weighing between 14-20g.
We also checked under six reptile refuges as these are often good sites for finding vole nests,
however no nests or animals were seen. An AnaBat remote detector which had been out on site for

three nights was also collected and the recordings checked, but no bats had been recorded. This was a little disappointing as
although it was early November, the temperatures were still high enough for bats to be out foraging, and bats had been seen
foraging along the lane beside the reserve on the evening that the detector was set out. This site will be surveyed again in the
spring, hopefully with a larger number of traps set out across the wet heath although this will probably mean a lower capture rate.

Stithians Day for Nature August 2013
This was the second year for the ‘Day of Nature’ event run at Stithians Reservoir and
sponsored by South West Lakes Trust.  The event started on the Saturday evening with a
moth-trapping night followed by a bat walk by Kathryn Driscoll.  The bat walk was a great
success with a really good turn out by the public.  During the bat walk four species of bat
were recorded, soprano pipistrelle, common pipistrelle, noctule and daubenton’s.  Small
mammal traps were also put out during the evening in the hope to see what small
mammals live around the reservoir.  Sadly, due to the wet weather Sunday morning, no
small mammals were caught in the traps, but there was still a good turn out from the
public.  Sunday was the main day of the event where local nature conservation groups
and organisations come together to set up stalls for the public to visit and chat about

wildlife.  The Mammal Group stall displayed lots of interesting mammal items from dormice nests, deer skulls, bat droppings and
survey equipment.  The stall was visited by a lot of people interested in talking about what mammals they have seen near where
they live and what wildlife visit their gardens.  It was great to see lots of children excited about badgers and hedgehogs in their
gardens. The event was a great success and thank you to all of people who came along and helped out with the event and special
thank you to Simon Taylor for organizing the event and we hope to see you their next year. Sophie Higgins

Cornwall Wildlife Trust AGM and Discovery Day 9th November 2013
This was the first time that I had attended a CWT AGM, this time it was held at St Austell college, and it was an interesting mix of
presentations and Trust ‘housekeeping’. There were some great talks about project the Trust is working on such as the Looe
river catchment, and presentations from about the seal identification projects and bird watching on Looe Island. Abby Crosby
also talked about the dolphin pingers - featured in this newsletter and the day finished with a fascinating presentation by Colin
Speedie on his survey of basking sharks around the coast of the UK. CMG had a small display on the atlas which attracted a good
deal of attention and several pre-orders. Dave Groves

Pat Morris works his socks off….
Dr. Pat Morris, hedgehog expert and all round mammal whiz delivered a series of events for us in
October, including a very popular talk on ‘what’s so special about British mammals?’ At Lanydrock
Memorial Hall on the 21st. Despite horrible weather there was a full house to hear Pat speak. There
was a great discussion session and abundant cake before Tom Hills reprised his auctioneer role to
extract more funds from the audience to support the mammal project. The next day Pat was guest
speaker at the  Cornwall Dormouse BAP day, held at Liskeard and supported by the Caradon Area
Heritage Project which is carrying out extensive dormouse work on the east side of Bodmin Moor. The
day was attended by about 50 dormouse workers, ecologists and students from Cornwall and Devon
who listened to a range of talks, caught up with the experiences of other local dormouse projects, and
took the opportunity to discuss the best way to monitor and conserve this indearing little rodent in
the county. Not content with that, we then dragged Pat down to Devoran where he talked to the
newly established Restronguet Creek wildlife group on the hedgehog. CMG were joint organisers of this event and we gave a short
presentation on the atlas and were happy to get a lot of orders from the fine people assembled there. Dave Groves

Bats and wind turbines - Lanhydrock Memorial Hall 24th July 2013
Dr Fiona Mathews from the University of Exeter discussed her work on the potential
impacts of wind turbines on bats. The difficulties of monitoring the interactions of bats
with the turbines were reviewed, together with approaches to finding bat casualties.
Fiona’s use of thermal imaging and sniffer dogs were allowing an informed discussion to
take place although ongoing funding remained a problem. Dave Groves
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History and Activities of the Isles of Scilly Bat Group

Workers at the Bird Observatory on St Agnes in the 1950s and 60s recorded seeing many
Pipistrelles and Long-eared bats. From Tresco Abbey there were tales of ‘bat problems’ – huge
mounds of droppings! At the beginning of this millennium, it was feared that bats, once so common,
might be disappearing from Scilly. In a 1988 report, Rosemary Parslow speculated that loss of roost
sites through barn conversions was an important contributory factor to that decline. A report of a bat
found dead from lindane poisoning suggested at least one other cause. During the 1990s, members
of the Cornwall Bat Group concluded that, although bats in Scilly were vulnerable, the trend might
be reversed by training local naturalists to deal with queries about bats, conduct surveys and
promote bat conservation.

The first regular studies were made by David Mawer, Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust (IOSWT) warden
in 1998 but he encountered few bats. From 2000, things changed. Bats emerging at dusk from a St
Mary’s maternal roost increased from 1 in 2000 to 80 in 2012 and, from a roost on Tresco, from 93
in 2002 to 191 in 2010. Reduced use of pesticides, fewer barn conversions and more cattle may
have contributed to this reversal.

The Isles of Scilly Bat Group was formed in 2006 and is affiliated to the IOSWT and the Bat
Conservation Trust (BCT). Its present membership is 24, including several mainland members. As
a result, interest in, and better understanding of, bats have increased among the population. Three
members of the Group are licensed bat wardens and have helped to conserve bat roosts and
discourage developments that could lead to another decline in bat numbers. We have been able to
persuade householders and building contractors to adopt procedures that are ‘bat friendly’. One of
the Group’s most successful ventures has been to conduct regular ‘Bat Walks’ through the summer.
These attract large numbers of visitors who enjoy the thrill of ‘hearing’ the bats on a detector.

In the spring of 2011, ten bats were trapped on St Mary’s by Dr Fiona Mathews of Exeter University
and weighed, measured, ringed and fitted with radio transmitters. For the next fortnight, the bats
were tracked with radio receivers. We learned where  bats feed and roost, have identified eleven
previously unknown roosts and  determined how widely bats range. We were excited by the trapping
and tagging of a pregnant Brown Long-eared bat by members of the Wiltshire and Avon Bat Groups.
It had long been suspected that these bats are on the Islands but there had been no firm evidence.
The bat was tracked to two roosts, which need to be studied further.

We regularly use automatic recording bat detectors to get a picture of the distribution of bat activity.
Common Pipistrelles account for well over 90% of bats in Scilly, although Noctules, Leisler’s and
Nathusius’ Pipistrelles have been recorded: probably as temporary migrants. The apparent finding
of Soprano Pipistrelles only on Bryher is a puzzle, as there seems nothing distinctive about the
habitat provided by Bryher. Current work aims to confirm or refute the identification using different
types of recorders. Future projects aim to find additional roosts and discover where bats go in the
winter. Bats certainly provide ample opportunity for wildlife study in Scilly!

Not quite Cornwall….
But a new bat species has been identified at an Avon Wildlife
Trust site near Bath. The single male Geoffrey’s bat (Myotis
emarginatus) is the second record of this European species
following a specimen identified during a Natural England
training session in West Sussex in 2012. Jim Mulholland of Avon
Bat Group who identified the bat said that the site was so far
inland as to make the record less easy to dismiss as a vagrant.
The relatively limited dispersal of this species raises hopes
among bat experts that the Geoffrey’s bat is now a resident in
the UK.

Mike Gurr

Isles of Scilly Bat Group
www.scillybatgroup.org.uk
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Committee:
Kate Hills (Chair)
Sophie Higgins (Secretary)
Tania Percy-Bell (Treasurer)
Sarah Hodge (Vice Chair)
Dave Groves (Newsletter Editor)
Cheryl Mills (Website Manager)
Ali North/Rosalind Evans (EcoSoc)
Paul Diamond
Steve Adams
Kathryn Driscoll

Contact:
Write to us
c/o Cornwall Wildlife Trust Five Acres, Allet, Truro TR4 9DJ
Or email us at enquiries@cornwallmammalgroup.co.uk
Or check out our website at
www.cornwallmammalgroup.co.uk
and our Facebook page at:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/cornwallmammalgroup/

Upcoming Events - for latest information check out the CMG Website.

CMG Winter Pub Quiz 28th January 2014 6.30 -9.00pm
at The Hawkins Arms, Zelah (just off the A30 near Allet) TR4 9HU
The ever-popular quiz night with a great buffet supper included, all for £8.50 (CMG members and students) or £10 for other.
Booking essential - call Kate Hills 07411870236 or email khills@southwestwater.co.uk

Dormice Box Installation Day (Date and times to be confirmed)
Trelowarren Estate, Helston
Join Sophie in a morning of installing 50 dormice boxes up at a new site as part of the Dormice Monitoring Scheme. The day will
include a brief talk on how we survey for dormice and why it is important, and how the dormice monitoring scheme works and
why survey Trelowarren Estate.
This event will be free but please book by emailing Sophie at: england116@hotmail.com

Details on date and time to follow
Dormice Box building Day  (Date and times to be confirmed)
We would like to monitor more sites for dormice especially in the West of Cornwall. We are planning to run a dormice box build-
ing day to build 50 new boxes to install at a new monitoring site in West Cornwall.
If you have any materials (e.g. untreated wood) to contribute to the event please get in contact with Sophie
england116@hotmail.com

Showing of badger cull surveillance films from Somerset and Gloucestershire February (date and location to be confirmed)
Cont.act Kathryn for details kellendriscoll@yahoo.co.uk

Illustrated talk by Cornwall Badger Rescue 7th March 2014. 1930 to 2200. at Chacewater Village Hall A talk about badgers, badg-
er rescue and the vaccination programme. Organised by CBWPS/RSPB. Contact Simon Taylor (01209) 614857. Refreshments will
be available

DO WE HAVE YOUR CURRENT DETAILS?

Please let us know if you think that some of our
emails and flyers are not making it through the ether
- its only a glitch, nothing personal! Also, don’t for-
get to let us know if you move house or change you
preferred email address - we aren’t psychic….

Membership.
Membership of the Cornwall Mammal Group is fabulously good value. For a mere £5/year you
could be attending one of our many events - talks by international experts, farm walks and
mammal surveys far from the madding crowd, hands-on survey training, up close and personal
with Cornish wildlife. Some of these events are exclusive to members, for others members get a
substantial discount. There is an inordinate amount of cake involved and it is a great opportunity
to meet like-minded people and get involved.

The opinions expressed in the articles
in this newsletter are those of the
authors and do not necessarily repre-
sent the point of view of Cornwall
Mammal Group or its committee


